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Chapter 6
Chile and Peru

In this chapterwe meet the Graf Spee and start what might seem now to be the long slow chain
of events that was to end up in what we now know to be the BATTLE OFTHE RIVER PLATEwhere
the Royal New Zealand Navy can be said to have 'cut its teeth'.

GRAF SPEE arrived at her ordained position to the west of Cape Verde islands on 3 September,
in company with her storeship Altmark, a 22-knot, 7000-ton tanker completed in 1938, with
which she had rendezvoused two days earlier. Captain Langsdorff forbade his men to listen to
BBC broadcasts, which were showing signs of depressing those who listened to the British
programmes in German language. The German Naval Staff in Berlin issued instructions
forbidding action against Allied passenger ships. Several other impositions were to be enforced
until Britain and France's attitudes were hostile beyond doubt, and meanwhile the pocket
battleships were to move out of their operational areas and maintain W/T silence.

Graff Spee

Captain Langsdorff signalled Altmark to follow, and proceeded into the South
Atlantic, well off international trade routes, to about midway between Trinidad
Islands and St Helena, arriving in position on 10 September, to lie low for the
next 14 days.

On the day of arrival at their lair, Graf Spee catapulted her Arado floatplane to
cover a wide search area while she refuelled from Altmark and, but for the plane
and the wildest bit of good luck, she'd have been located by the big County-class
cruiser Cumberland on her way to join Commodore Harwood's South American
Force near Rio de Janeiro. The Arado spotted Cumberland at maximum
distance, closed cautiously to identify, checked its course and saw that it would
come across Graf Spee and Altmark if it held to its present zigzagging mean
direction. Langsdorff received ample warning when his plane returned and
signalled its report by morse lamp, and moved east-south-east until well clear.
Had Cumberland been on her zag instead of her zig, the Arado wouldn't have
seen her until it was too late to warn Graf Spee.

And as the 12,000-ton heavily armoured pocket battleship exercised her
armament under the protective eye of her Arado on Tuesday the

12th, we in Achilles gathered about the foc's'le and B gundeck admiring Chile's
never-ending coast with its Spanish-type buildings reaching back into distant
foothills bathed in midday sunshine, rising to distant mountain ranges topped in
the very far extreme by 23,000-foot Mt Aconcagua and the Maori sounding
22,000-foot Tupungato.

Captain Lansdorff
All our sightseers had been chased off their grandstands when we entered
harbour under our biggest and cleanest flags with parts of ship fallen-in at
attention while the saluting guns banged off a 21-gun national salute. Our
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salutes were returned and Captain Parry went ashore in the barge to
call on the Chilean Director of Naval Services. Neutrality laws allowed a
belligerent ship to take in only sufficient fuel to reach the nearest port
of a neighbouring state, but Admiral Allard was so impressed by
Captain Parry's request to remain in harbour for only the minimum
time allowed after such a long sea voyage, that he instructed the
Chilean Navy to refuel Achilles to capacity. As he put it: 'In case she
may be required to proceed at full speed in times of emergency.'

Spee fuelling underway offAltmark
Only a few select members including the canteen manager, postie, and
Captain Parry went ashore, and all our sightseeing had to be done
from the guardrails while we lay at anchor after the usual official
ceremonies and courtesy visits. Chilean submarines, destroyers, and
cruisers rested alongside naval wharves, except for the odd guardship
anchored near two German merchantmen, Dresden and Dusseldorf,
and a square-rigged three-masted German training ship, apparently
unarmed and manned by merchant navy cadets.

Valparaiso exhibited no pretensions to high-rise building. Its
200,000-populated city wore an air of old Spanish architecture,
unconcerned by war and fully illuminated during our night in Chile's
chief port. General-duty men enjoyed their first all-night-in for 10 days,
clambered into slung hammocks and drifted off to sleep, except for

those in the torpedomen's messdeck, who snored harmoniously until late at night when they awakened
one by one to an overpowering cough. Thick acrid smoke filled their quarters from McKenzie's Jersey
smouldering on the electric heater over which he'd hung it to dry. Later, when it floated away on the tide
and fresh air replaced pungent wool-smoke, the commotion subsided and voice after angry voice
reverted to sounds of deep sleep in our darkened cruiser.

Next morning Achilles busied itself scrubbing wooden decks and cleaning salt-encrusted paintwork, but
not polishing brass, which had already been painted grey to avoid sun-glint. We weighed anchor to
proceed alongside an oiling berth to take in 1385 tons of Chilean crude, chilled sides of Argentine beef,
and crate after crate of local greens and sacks of spuds, together with the British Consul's letter
expressing relief at seeing Achilles on the coast.

Finally completed for sea at 1210, we cleared lower deck while gazing upward at a multi-engined Chilean
flyingboat roaring low overhead, bugled salutes while passing Chilean warships, and sailed to the stirring
naval airs of our marine band in their white-helmeted blue uniforms trimmed with red and gold.

As Achilles bowed to Chilean coastal waters on meeting the first deep trough, and swayed while turning
south to settle into an uneasy slow corkscrew from following starboard beam seas, Captain Parry pressed
the bridge SRE mike-switch, blew a couple of times to ensure he wasn't talking to himself, and said: 'Our
presence on the coast has been reported by the Chilean news media, so I intend to make our presence
evident in as many ports as possible. Unfortunately we are limited by international law, so you will be
getting very little shore leave. While we are at sea our ports of departure will undoubtedly be passed to
enemy intelligence, so the ship will be in second degree of
readiness for action.' He then told us something of the amiable
response our ship had been given by the Chilean authorities,
wished us well, and cut the switch.

That would be it. 'Sea-time, mate, years of rotten bloody sea-time,
I'm joining the Home Guard when I get out of this stinking Grey
Funnel Line!' But you'd need to know the Navy to understand the
three badge killick whose quotation caused the mirth it was
intended to.

Spee's Arado spotter plane landing at sea.
Young Ian Grant, an OD from Tainui near Dunedin, heard the
outburst while passing P2 A/A gun and unwisely retorted: 'Stow it,
Stripey, you're making my heart bleed!' After he dodged round P2
and fled laughing from the old salt's lumbering pretended wrath.

That night, first on the coast, lookouts picked up five ships with
their nightglasses, but none was German. These ships must have
thought their time had come, our 36" searchlight speared from total
darkness to stand them out in stark detail. One told the world he
was being attacked by a submarine, while another, an American,
demanded to know who we were. Both of them were left guessing
when our dazzling beam cut and we melted away into the night.
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At 0900/14 Achilles flashed identity to Talcahuano naval base 280 miles south of Valparaiso, bugled
acknowledgements to Chilean naval ships while entering the grubby-looking port, and anchored close to
a ship capsized during an earthquake earlier in the year. Three fully manned German merchants rode at
anchor: Orsono, 7000 tons; Tacoma, 8300 tons; and Frankfurt, 5500 tons. Their crews jeered at our
cutter's crew as they pulled round each ship taking photographs, while a German seaman stuck a Nazi
flag at the head of Tacoma's gangway and presented his backside to our official photographer.

This and other international two-finger signals were responded to by hefty Kiwi blurts and raspberries,
and five hours after arrival we sailed in fine weather with all scuttles open to freshen the messdecks and
make things more cheerful.

Darkening ship and closing scuttles on the 250 miles to Puerte Corral, we searched throughout the night
without success, entered harbour in the early forenoon and left almost immediately, heading south until
over the horizon and then doubling back northward for a quick look at Caleta dela-Fragata anchorage on
northern Isla Mocha where Sir Francis Drake had anchored Golden Hind for two days in November 1578.

Neither he, nor any enemy ships were lying in harbour, so Captain Parry cruised by the Isla Santa Maria
and found it also devoid of shipping. just a few miles westward on I November 1914 RearAdmiral Sir
Christopher Craddock, KCVO, CB, went down with his 11,420-ton, two 9.2" and sixteen 6"gunned cruiser
Good Hope, during the Coronel night action against Vice-Admiral Maximilian Johannes Maria Hubertus,
Count von Spee's, more modern cruiser Scharnhorst's eight 8.2" and secondary 6" battery. Monmouth
also foundered under the gunnery of Gneisenau and Nurnberg, while Glasgow, and Otranto retired with
considerable damage from Dresden and Leipzig.

But now in mid-September 1939, Captain Parry on Achilles appeared to be trying to outfox the German
merchant ships lying safe in sanctuary along Chile's endless coast. Without the help of our Walrus there
were scant chances that we would be able to locate them after they'd made the open sea, but we looked
in at Constitucion and San Antonio without stopping and on Saturday the 16th checked two Chilean
merchants making for La Serena and Coquimbo, both ports being close together; made a note that a
German ship lay in Coquimbo; and passed idle comments about three seals sunning themselves on a
rock outside the harbour as we continued north about tot-time on Sunday.

All this appearance of activity, when we should have been at Sunday Divisions and Church, failed to
impress the padre one bit; we marched on to the quarterdeck to hear his praises and admonitions in the
afternoon instead. We were still rather annoyed that we'd narrowly missed the 8500-ton German freighter
Lahn while 70 miles from Talcahuano yesterday.

Neville Milburn's shout from the 500kc/s bay had brought the P0 in quickly to grab a signal from Lahn to
Talcahuano Radio, saying she was about to enter harbour, last port Sydney 26 August. Another ship
missed because we had no Walrus....

No use fretting or turning back now when we were hundreds of miles north, cruising quietly off Huasco,
the port for Atacama province. Ships there were in plenty; Norwegian, American, and Chilean, but no
Germans. Cautious approaches and searchlight checks by night; rapid closure and challenge by day; ship
after ship, until routine became monotony, a monotony with an unexciting future.

On the night of 18 September while those below listened to the BBC news they heard that Courageous
had been sunk by torpedoes from a U-boat in the English Channel. The big carrier went down 20 minutes
after two explosions, losing many of her crew. The war was becoming something more than political
mouthings from Parliamentary platforms; its reality at sea had been demonstrated by the sinkings of
Athenia and Courageous.
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Dawn-action stations came and went,
with men secured from quarters making
their way below to dress for entering
Callao, port for Peru's capital Lima-at
0700 on 21 September. All
preliminaries for international
courtesies had been discussed earlier
so that saluting guns were manned,
marine band paraded, and parts of ship
fallen-in correctly dressed on entering
harbour with 21 -gun salutes paying our
respects to Peru.

Within half an hour, bugles urged cable-
parties and special sea dutymen to their
quarters while officers rushed for the
bridge to get Achilles out to sea again.
In the Main W/T the 500kc/s operator
had almost been blown from his chair
by the loudness of the German freighter
Leipzig's signal to Callao Radio,
announcing her arrival from Guayaquil,
Ecuador. Captain Parry endeavoured to
get under way but gave it up when
Leipzig dropped anchor at the entrance,
well within territorial waters. It
transpired that the 6000-ton enemy
freighter's departure from Guayaquil,
650 miles away, on 19 September, had
been reported the same day to the
British Consul at Lima; the 'buzz' went
round that Captain Parry had much to
discuss with the British Representative
about intelligence, none of it being
complimentary! Parry's official report
concluded with the much milder
phraseology that since the Consul's
message hadn't arrived aboard Achilles
until after we had anchored, 'this
episode was therefore most
disappointing'.

There were now five German ships in Callao, and feelings overflowed when our cutter took the ship's
photographer around them. One German skipper even contacted local authority and reported that we
were breaking the laws of neutrality by pulling round his ship with a machine-gun pointing at the vessel. A
quick scrutiny of our, machine-gun' convinced the Peruvian authority that it only took photographs; as
there existed no laws against taking pictures of foreign vessels he flashed a smiling Spanish
acquiescence, saluted our two ringer and departed.

German crews shook their fists, made Nazi salutes, and uttered unknown greetings. But not so their
womenfolk on ships' poops with children, who made light of the occasion; the ladies sometimes Joined in
the children's merriment and made furtive but friendly waves.

As the cutter passed a Yankee passenger-freighter which carried plenty of the fair sex, the American men
made good humoured throat-cutting actions to our cutter's crew, who were being blown kisses until out of
range. During the day we learned of a fight between German and English merchant seamen in which a
German was killed. Evidently the fight started because of Nazi swastikas painted on the British ship,
together with rude sex pictures showing what Germany intended to do to England.

It is now known that all of Captain Parry's conversation with the British Minister to Peru didn't concern his
'intelligence'. Parry learned that the British liner Orduna would leave Balboa on 25 September with VIPs
and valuable cargo for Puerto Paita, Callao, and Valparaiso. It was suspected that German ships in
harbour might attempt to seize the 15,500-ton Orduna. Parry made a signal to C-inC America and West
Indies suggesting Achilles should remain in Peruvian waters, and after consultation with the British Naval
Attache to Chile, who flew up from Santiago, Parry decided that the protection of Orduna had priority. C-
in-C A & WI instructed him to remain on the west coast until further orders, and Achilles sailed at 1730,
steaming at 23 knots in a defined circle throughout the night to intercept a German ship reported to have
passed Puerto Paita. No luck. Four merchants answered challenges correctly, including a British one
which caused momentary concern through being completely darkened; it turned out to be Canadian.
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And then a peculiar phenomenon as we approached Puerto Chicama, a largely German colony where the
British Minister for Peru had wished Parry to show himself long enough to be identified as a British
cruiser. Coming in over shallow coastal water with only a few feet clearance, our 23 knots drew up a
couple of huge waves on each quarter. These waves rose high and then followed the ship, giving the
appearance to anyone who was watching us from ashore, that we were travelling at an enormous speed.

Two hundred miles north of Chicama after a further night at sea, we entered Puerto Paita at daybreak on
23 September to find the 6500-ton German motor-ship Friesland at anchor, down to her Plimsoll line
with cargo. Close scrutiny revealed her to be unarmed and thus exempt from international laws requiring
belligerent vessels to sail within specified limits of time. We ourselves were becoming more and more
belligerent, so Captain Parry took us 40 miles further on to Talara, the north Peruvian port on Cape
Parinas, the most western tip of South America, where we refuelled.

And while the ship topped her tanks with 900 tons, those not on watch rushed for oil-company buses
and lorries for an invitation trip to the refineries. Up through the town into barren hills and flats covered
for mile after mile with derricks as far as the eye could see, while our ancient lorry ground through ruts
and potholes, jarring teeth, and clattering to a halt every now and then when its motor stopped. Our
Peruvian driver knew the old engine, lifted one side of the bonnet, dived head and shoulders into the
expansive motor-space with his bony backside arched high over the mudguard, and came up each time
with a large grin of satisfaction and exultant shouts of something like: 'Perfecto niaquinista, los bujia de-
encendido estar presente puro!' He'd cleaned the spark plugs, and a stab on his ignition foot plunger
sent us rattling uphill again.

Next time he stopped he stayed in his seat after pulling over into a passing bay before a sharp bend in
the narrow road, and soon we heard and saw the reason. A loud clattering; a querulous train whistle; and
an old engine racing downhill in the centre of our road, trailing typically New Zealand cattle-trucks full of
Peruvian passengers peering wide-eyed through the slats. Eventually our truck pulled into the refinery to
a fair bit of enthusiastic ribaldry from those waiting, and we all set off through a mass of distilling
complexities, later being invited out on to an expansive well-maintained lawn under overhanging foliage
where tables groaned with sandwiches and beer - beautiful fresh-bread beef sandwiches, and beer
straight from a chiller. Refinery *Staff, both men and women, engaged us in conversation while ensuring
that we drank and ate until satiated. We mightn't have done too well on the sandwiches, but being only 4'
30' below the equator there could be no complaint about our appetite for the beer, and this soon
became the trend with our male hosts, both American and Canadian.

Back in Talara, most of us made back ashore to the English Club where local members now knew this to
be our first run ashore since leaving New Zealand, overestimated our capacity for beer, and did their best

to make Achilles' stay memorable with cinema shows,
sports events and a dance late into the after midnight
hours. Right through the night, men found their way back
aboard and hit the sack, stragglers weaving unsteadily,
staggering as they missed gangway handrails, tripped on
its cross-strips, and misfooted when they stepped down
on to our deck to stand erect whilst saluting aft before
turning to airwalk for'ard.

As soon as postie returned from delivering our second
mail to Talara post office, Achilles singled up, swung her
propellers clear of the wharf and manoeuvred out into
deep water. Boiler-room and engineroom telegraphs
jangled stridently, punishing stokers whose headaches
and ragged nerves were already suffering the extra heat
and noise down below; but from shore, few would have
noticed how many cot-cases stood in 'leaving-harbour'
divisions at 0900 when we sailed, turning to starboard
and heading north to meet Orduna in the vicinity of
Panama.

This last bit of information came from Captain Parry when
he cleared lower deck after Divisions and Church on
Sunday 24 September, telling us. our probable future
movements and announcing that Navy Board Wellington
had recently approved rises in pay throughout the NZ

Navy. This helped to alleviate our mal de tete epidemic as we drew away, cruising into nightfall across
Guayaquil Gulf and entering miles of green channel-lights marking the lead to Bahia Santa Elena, where
we anchored at 0845 off Libertad, the oil port of Ecuador. Apparently not so British-minded, the
authorities here refused to supply fuel, so we remained off shore and only those who took our whalers
sailing made the beach. They too created minor unhappiness when the stokers' whaler tried to smuggle
beer aboard, along with a dog and a loudmouthed parrot which they'd pinched near their source of beer,
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but the kidnapping attempt ended on a better note when dog and parrot were returned to their irate
owners by boat.

After staying anchored for most of our legal 24 hours, Achilles left to rendezvous with Orduna, whose
position seemed to be uncertain, so much so that we had to break W/T silence before being given
something definite from intelligence. And while our cruiser searched the Pacific equator out of sight of
Ecuador and Colombia's coast, trying to locate Orduna, Graf Spee ended her period of non-aggression in
her triangular lair bounded by Ascension, St Helena, and Trinidad islands, cruising and exercising with
Altmark while awaiting the outcome of Hitler's peace feelers with Chamberlain now that the occupation of
Poland was a fait accompli.

First Lord of the Admiralty Mr Winston Churchill got word of the Fuehrer's overtures and put a blunt stop
to any further procrastination by his Prime Minister by announcing in Parliament that he and Mr
Chamberlain wanted only Hitler's blood. Mr Chamberlain nodded in sad agreement, and Graf Spee
received her orders on 26 September to 'disrupt and damage enemy shipping by all possible means.
Engagements with enemy naval forces, even if inferior, are to be undertaken only if this furthers the
operation. By frequent changes of operational areas etc, etc.'

Langsdorff moved off north-westward toward Brazil's coast, and four days later intercepted the British
5000-ton steamer Clement 70 miles off Pernambuco in glassy tropical seas, sending her to the bottom
with 25 rounds of 5.9" and five rounds of I I", after missing completely with two torpedoes. But Clement's
radio operator had been busy after Spee's Arado plane strafed the bridge to make her stop. His first
message AAAA DE MBBL = Gunned in position 0905S 3402W = 1323, was answered by a Brazilian ship,
as was his second, which later found its way to Admiralty: RRRR DE MBBL = Have been stopped by enemy
warship....

Both these messages were retransmitted by a British cable ship, Norseman, and a freighter, Almanzora,
about 1400 local time, but it wasn't until the Brazilian ship Itatinga radioed Bahia on 2 October that she
expected to arrive at Bahia with 13 Clement survivors that the type of warship could be known. Even then
were was doubt. Clement's Captain Harris and his Engineer had been taken aboard the raider for
questioning before being transferred to Papalemos, a Greek tramp allowed to proceed under oath not to
use her radio within 600 miles of her present position. Captain Harris landed at St Vincent in the Cape
Verde Islands on 9 October and settled the question: 'Yes, it was Admiral Scheer, I saw her name on the
stern.' Navy Intelligence now knew the ship to be a pocket battleship, and countermeasures were begun.

In the meantime, on the other side of the widest part of South America and only two degrees south of the
equator, Milton 'Pusser' had finished painting Achilles' port hawsepipe, returned his brushes and crab-fat
pot to the painter's shop, and started peeling off strips of sunburned skin already lifting from his belly and
shoulders while replying to an obvious question from Ian Grant: 'Itch! Oh boy, does it itch!'

On the way north we passed a Dutchman which everyone on deck 'knew' to be a German in disguise,
shivered under a first-watch bright full moon while exposed to a relatively cold southerly, and passed our
off duty daylight hours watching thousands of blackfish interspersed with acrobatic dolphins which
rocketed several feet out of the water to land with heavy splashes. Whenever Colombia's coast appeared,
we saw it changing from desert land to lush tropical vegetation fed by numerous downpours, in one of
which we anchored off Punta Soldado, eight miles downstream of Buenaventura, principal port of
Columbia.

Shortly after colours Captain Parry sped off in the
blue-boat to pay his respects and also to find out
from Britain's Naval Attache what Orduna [Below]
might be doing. Within an hour he returned
aboard a Columbian Navy speedboat, bringing
several VIPs who expressed enthusiasm for our
cruiser during a tour of inspection when guncrews
heard parts of conversation punctuated with
'Singularmente efficiente, ademas limpieza,' to
which praises of efficiency and cleanliness our
Captain gave polite acknowledgement plus an
unexpected heavy wink at Billy McKenzie, one of A
turret's crew, whose startled expression almost
upset Parry's composure.

Only four hours and two bottles of the Captain's best gin later, Achilles set off down harbour in another
sudden downpour which stopped as abruptly as it started, leaving everything and everybody steaming.
Calm seas continued up-coast and into the first watch, when Colin Malcolm sat among a bevy of navy
types including Subbie Somerville and Lieutenant Cowburn, a usually taciturn officer who on this occasion
opened his mind to become one of the group reminiscing and spinning yarns. Still uncertain of Orduna's
movements, we again broke W/T silence to have a rendezvous arranged for 40 miles due west of Cape
Corrientes, 150 miles north of Buenaventura, at 1600/30.
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This time there was no uncertainty, only caustic remarks about the big liner's navigator, who brought her
along half an hour late, and exclamations of pain from Pusser Hill and his sunbaked oppos in the whaler
which pulled Navi over to her for charts - and a box of drinks for Skip. 'All right for you, sure, but what
about Jack?' were some of the comments from our oarsmen after disembarking Lt Cowburn and laying on
their oars while waving back to acknowledge cheers from Orduna's passengers.

Sunday I October passed uneventfully in a cooling head wind with both ships steaming south, Achilles
paralleling but 25 miles to seaward of the 'Home- Fleet-grey' painted 15,000-tonner with her bow and
stern-mounted old 6" defensive guns. Monday, Tuesday. Still out of sight until 0345 on Wednesday, when
we closed in darkness and took our charge into Callao at 0745.

All five German vessels lay where we had last seen them two weeks earlier, although there were now no
women or children in evidence. Our patrol answered an official complaint that Lima was being carved up
by men from Achilles, arrived to find two sparkers in the last rounds of a boozy fight between themselves,
and spent remaining hours guiding stragglers to the liberty-boat at 2300. Only Red Watch had been given
leave, and they came off incapable of taking over until sailing-time, halfway through the middle watch,
when we sailed without Telegraphist Tim Foley and Able Seaman Sammy Wilson, both of whom had last
been seen in the mile-long street of houses of entertainment.

But this was wartime and we had to go. Only two
days previously Captain Parry had received
instructions from C-in-C A & WI, telling him to
refuel from HM Tanker Orangeleaf [Right] and
then proceed south about to the South Atlantic'.
Achilles should show herself at Chilean ports as
considered desirable, refuel at the Falkland
Islands, and then come under the orders of C-in-
C Africa.

So we left Callao at 0230 after hoisting the cutter
with most of Red Watch on the falls almost too
drunk to stand, and their singing more
appropriate to bag-shanties than sea-shanties;
waited until Orduna came out and disappeared
southward; circled off Callao with a suspicion that
Leipzig or one of the other Germans might possess concealed armament and be brave enough to make
an attempt against Orduna; and heard much Chilean abuse when we almost ran down several small
fishing boats also without lights. We hoped their catch might be better than ours, turned south after dawn
quarters, and made off after our charge, Friday, Saturday, Sunday; 40 miles offshore, still eating into
south degrees of latitude until Monday 9 October at daybreak, when we again saw Chile's coast and its
peaks and mountainous background.

After dawn on 10 October Achilles steered further towards the coast and Valparaiso Bay. At 0900 we
went through the moles without Orduna, who had called into Iqueque, and eased astern between a British
grey-painted freighter Deebank, and an old Chilean cruiser Blanco, also painted grey. Before midday it
went round Achilles that all Divisional Officers' defect-lists had so impressed our Chilean Navy friends
that they fully agreed the ship would be unseaworthy for at least three days. 'Leave! there'll be tons of it'

Duty watchkeepers and men of the White Watch remained aboard to look after the ship now deserted by
Red and Blue Watch along with stokers, telegraphists, and other routine watchkeepers not on duty.
Achilles seemed strangely silent as we walked from the main W/T along echoing passageways, past open
doored empty bathrooms, and into uninhabited messdecks usually alive and vibrant. Next forenoon
seamen went over our sides painting ship and wisecracking with early returning liberty-men, all more of
less under the influence, but happy with their run. It seemed that local girls were very free with love,
honest and trustworthy, and most sociable. There was no mock modesty, and if you took a girl for the
evening she expected you to partner her right through the night.

This encouragement changed the plans of many who had been contemplating staying aboard. Our
bathrooms filled to overcrowding with men about to go ashore as well as those coming off, and shortly
after dinner, traffic along the mole thickened in both directions. A taxi drive around Valparaiso quickly
satisfied sightseers that the town offered little to be photographed. Inky McNichol passed his cap round
and paid the driver, closed the cab door and followed Chang Williams and Alan Patchett through the
Municipal Casino's wide entrance' trailing upstairs for floor after floor to see its wide range of
entertainment: elaborate, heavily-draped chambers; an operatic theatre; a cinema; modem dance floors;
extensive bars; and gaming tables surrounded by interested New Zealand matelots, sorely tempted but
not too well-heeled.

Colin Malcolm stood talking to a Jamaican negro croupier until Jim Scobie took him in tow to rejoin his
other seaman-torpedo mates making their way out in search of food, following the stream of humanity
through brilliantly-lit night life, laughing with groups of Achilles sailors walking arm-in-arm with cadets off
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the German three-masted training ship Priwall, and entering Neptune's Bar, a licensed restaurant owned
by a German who cooked fabulous steaks. Even though they would be at war outside Chiles.three-mile
territorial waters, here both country's seaman shouted each other drinks and ate together in mixed
groups.

And so the night wore on; booking beds at the Monte Carlo Hotel, luxurious beds proudly presented by
the Belgian wife of the German who owned the establishment, then down below to drink in the lounge,
where our girls arrived. Terrific girls, who came right over and partnered off harmoniously, chatting and
drinking until around 11pm when we all departed for the Royal Cabaret to be taught tangos, rhumbas, and
other steps we'd never seen, late into the night until tired of dancing. Back to our rooms for intimate
suppers served without embarrassment by our Belgian hostess, and off to sleep with those who'd chosen
us for their nightlong partners.

Next CHAPTER 7 INTO THE SOUTH ATLANTIC


